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PREFACE
The decorative patterns described in the Robert ap Huw manuscript and Bunting’s
collections of Irish music have become essential to my own performance of
historical harp music. These patterns give us a body of gestures which are unique
for the harp, along with clear instructions on how to effectively and expressively
articulate. Over the past few years I have been successfully using these patterns in
many different early repertoires, and on harps strung with both gut and wire
strings.
This publication summarises my continuing efforts to investigate fingernail
techniques in historical harp performance. Some instructions are based on
evidence found elsewhere; others are conjectural. Many thanks especially to
Robert Evans in Cardiff for many years of generous collaboration, and also to
Dinah LeHoven for suggestions on notating the stopped style. I am grateful to
Karen Marshalsay for her editorial assistance and typesetting in preparing this
revised edition.
I hope this booklet helps harp players to explore not just the notes of the music,
but also the expressive possibilities which exist between the notes.

Bill Taylor
Strathpeffer, 2012

Harp patterns from the Robert ap Huw manuscript,
Gogwyddor y ddysgu y prikiad / Principles to learn the pricking, p. 35
The Robert ap Huw manuscript (British Library MS Add. 14905) contains the
earliest body of harp music from anywhere in Europe. This strange and beautiful
music is a fragment of a vast lost repertoire known to the medieval Welsh bardic
harpers, having been composed between the 14th and 16th centuries, transmitted
orally, then written down in a unique tablature and later copied in the early 17th
century. The harp heard by the original composers and players would have had
brays, horsehair strings, bone tuning pins and a mare’s skin stretched over a carved
sound box. Brays, or bray pins, are crooked wooden pegs which hold the strings
into the sound box and lightly touch the strings and cause them to buzz. In order
to properly play the musical instructions in the manuscript, it is necessary for the
harp player to use fingernails.
The manuscript is written in a unique harp tablature, indicating treble and bass,
which strings should be played and the manner and fingers to do this. Fortunately,
the manuscript provides a guide for the technique needed to play the music. Page
35 presents a thesaurus of musical figures, entitled gogwyddor i ddysgu y prikiad/the
principles to learn the pricking (notation), describing different ways of striking a
single string, ways of moving between adjacent strings and ways of playing various
intervals. This page consists of three columns written by Robert ap Huw himself
and an additional column of interpretation, added in the 18th century by Lewis
Morris, along with his humble admission, “these modern notes are only my
guesses”. In the left column are the names of the figures. In the middle are
examples of the figures using the tablature in the body of the manuscript. The
third column explains the figures using staff notation and triangular note heads,
which are sometimes black and sometimes white. The direction of the stems and
the black & white aspects of the heads all contribute to a unified technique, which
exploits the subtle differences in weight between specific fingers, differences in the
angle of the nails striking the strings and differences in the quality and duration of
sustained buzzing allowed for each and every note.
An ideal harp required to play the music needs at least 25 strings, ranging from
bass “cc” up to treble g. Symbols provide octave designations. For a medieval
harp, “cc” was perhaps the equivalent of tenor c, the octave below Middle c’. But
in the 16th century, “cc” could have referred to bass C, 2 octaves below middle c’

as the lowest note on the harp. The music can, and should, be interpreted both
ways.

The tablature uses seven letters describing the names of the strings. These letters
are not pitches; the strings may be retuned according to the necessary cyweiriau or
tunings.

For both the Welsh and the Irish sections of this work, my fingering system
acknowledges 1=thumb, 2=index, 3=middle, 4=ring, 5=little. A number in
brackets indicates which finger damps the string marked “x” on the staff. A slide,
where one finger plucks a note and continues moving, coming to rest on an
adjacent string, is shown by an arrow after the finger number. The brackets
surrounding the second number indicate that that finger damps the string marked
“x”.
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p.35 from the Robert ap Huw manuscript, with added reference numbers on the left for this
publication

Harp patterns from the Robert ap Huw manuscript,
Gogwyddor y ddysgu y prikiad / Principles to learn the pricking, p. 35
Edited by Bill Taylor
The numbering of the patterns on the facsimile of page 35 has been added by the editor, and
numbers in brackets below correspond to that numbering. The boxed text abbreviation in the
last column indicates, in modern notation, which gesture should be used to play those notes.

I. Ascending patterns
A.

y plethiad byr [2]
short plait

B.

plethiad y bys bach [4]
little-finger plait

C.

plethiad mawr [17]
great plait

D. plethiad y pedwarbys [3]
four finger plait

E.

ysbongk [16]
leap

n.b. An arrow signifies a slide by the numbered finger, landing on the string above or below, and damping it.

II. Descending patterns
A.

taked y fawd [1]
choke the thumb

B.

takiad fforchog [14]
forked choke

C.

tagiad dwbl [13]
double choke

D. haner krafiad [7]
half scratch

E.

krafiad sengl [6]
single scratch

F.

krafiad dwbl [5]
double scratch
4 damps both

G.

tafliad y bys [8]
fling the finger
2=back of nail (kefn ewin)

H. (untitled)
untitled pattern
found on pp. 54 (with 5 dots)
& 72 (with 4 dots)
n.b. “\” through a finger number signifies back of nail

III. Returning to the same note
A.

plethiad dwbl [9]
double plait

B.

plethiad y wanhynen [10]
bee’s plait

C.

krychu y fawd [11]
wrinkle the thumb

D. ysgwyd y bys [12]
shake the finger

E.

kefn ewin [15]
back of nail

F.

“beat”, as interpreted from Humphrey
Salter’s description,
The Genteel Companion, 1683.
Not found on p. 35, but used in the ms

Graces Performed by the Treble or Left Hand
From Bunting’s The Ancient Music of Ireland (1840)
Edward Bunting’s tables of Graces provide an extremely important document of
fingernail technique for the ancient wire-strung harp. They appear within a lengthy
essay at the beginning of his third volume of ancient Irish music, amidst other
valuable references to tuning, keys, moods, Irish names of parts of the harp, etc.
As a young organist, Bunting had been fortuitously commissioned to transcribe the
tunes played by competitors at the Belfast Harpers’ Festival in July, 1792. His
enthusiasm for the music became a lifetime’s work of collecting, arranging and
publishing. In all, he published three volumes: A General Collection of Ancient Irish
Music (1797), A General Collection of the Ancient Music of Ireland (1809) and A Collection
of the Ancient Music of Ireland (1840).
Donal O Sullivan wrote extensive notes on the tunes appearing in the first two of
Bunting’s editions, which he published in the Journal of the Irish Folk Song
Society between 1927 and 1939. These articles provide faithful transcriptions of
the original tunes as they appear in Bunting’s notebooks, correspondences to
related tunes and variants, and also Irish lyrics. Although O Sullivan wasn’t able to
complete his notes for the tunes in the 1840 edition, his unfinished work was
edited by Mícheal Ó Súilleabháin and published as Bunting’s Ancient Music of
Ireland (1983). Ideally, it would be best to have access to facsimiles of Bunting’s
original notebooks, to all three of his published editions, and also to the
accompanying notes by Donal O Sullivan and Mícheal Ó Súilleabháin.
Players interested in reconstructing authentic performances of this music must first
establish the original versions of the melodies. They will then need to construct
arrangements that are appropriate for wire-strung harp, allowing interesting and
tasteful accompaniments that don’t cloud the melody. Learning how to apply
appropriate decoration is essential. This is exactly what Bunting’s tables of graces
provide: step-by-step instructions in cleanly executing crisp ornaments that were
associated with Irish harp playing since the 12th century.
The layout of the original tables as they were published in 1840 unfortunately
relegated the important instructions to the footnotes. The Irish names, the English
translations and the musical examples were all placed in large, bold boxes on the
page, but the explanatory instructions were placed in miniscule type at the bottom
of each page, and were largely ignored. When Robert Bruce Armstrong published

his magnificent book The Irish and Highland Harps in 1904, he recognised the
importance of Bunting’s graces and included a fresh setting of the tables, but this
time with the instructions printed alongside the musical examples. This is the
version I have chosen to reproduce here.
Note that the Irish fingering in Bunting’s examples acknowledges +=thumb,
1=index, 2=middle, 3=ring. There is a curious relationship to the patterns found
in the Robert ap Huw manuscript. For example, the pattern leagadh anuas/a
falling is similar to taked y fawd/thumb choke and haner krafiad/half scratch, but
they do not use exact fingerings. Indeed, this is why they will sound different. It’s
not just the notes; it’s how you play the notes that will give each pattern its unique
identity.
The Wire Branch of the Clarsach Society created a web resource to explain the
graces. This includes notes by Colm Ó Baoill on the terminology, audio clips for
pronunciation in both Irish and Scottish Gaelic, and video clips giving
demonstrations of all the patterns. Spelling of terms used in this publication
reflects Prof. Ó Baoill’s suggestions. Many thanks to Barnaby Brown, Simon
Chadwick, Tony Dilworth, Colm Ó Baoill and Gráinne Yeats for their
contributions to this work. The online resource is now hosted by Simon Chadwick
at www.earlygaelicharp.info.
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Robert Bruce Armstrong, The Irish and Highland Harps Edinburgh 1904
(a fresh typesetting of Bunting’s ‘Graces’.)
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Graces Performed by the Treble or Left Hand
from Bunting’s The Ancient Music of Ireland, 1840.
The numbering of the patterns on the facsimile of the pages from Armstrong has been added by
the editor, and numbers in brackets below correspond to that numbering. A boxed text abbreviation in the last column indicates, in modern notation, which gesture should be used to play

I. Ascending patterns
A.

leagadh anuas [2]
a falling; lit. “a dropping from
above”

B.

sruth mór [4]
a great stream ascending

C.

bualadh suas no suaserigh [7]
succession of triplets; lit.
“striking upwards” or
“striking of up-rising”

D. barrluth beal an-airde [9]
activity of the finger-ends,
striking upwards, lit. “mouth up
variation”

E.

barrluth [8]
activity of the fingers; lit.
“top variation”

F.

tribhuilleach or
creathadh coimhmhear [13]
triple shake; lit. “three-beater”
or “shake of equal fingers”

G.

casluth [10]
returning actively; lit.
“turned/twisted shake”

II. Descending patterns
A.

briseadh [1]
break

B.

leith leagadh [3]
half-falling; lit. “half dropping/
lowering”

C.

sruith-mór [5]
a great stream descending

D. sruth beag [6]
little stream

III. Returning to the same note
A.

croth a chaon mhear [14]
shaking, lit. “moving the finger
backward & forward on the
same string”

B.

barrluth fosgailte [11]
activity of the finger-tops; lit.
“open variation”

C.

cúlaithris [12]
half shake, lit. “backward
imitation”

From Robert Bruce Armstrong The Irish and Highland Harps Edinburgh 1904
(plate between pages 38-39)

Bill (William) Taylor researches, performs, teaches and records the ancient
harp music of Ireland, Scotland and Wales. He is one of very few players
interpreting these repertoires using gut-strung medieval harps, renaissance
harps with buzzing bray pins and wire-strung clarsachs.
Bill is a teacher-in-residence withArdival Harps,Strathpeffer, in the Highlands of Scotland. For many years he has taught at theEdinburgh
International Harp Festival in the UK and the Amherst Early Music
Festival in the US, and he is often invited to lead workshops and to
perform in Britain, Europe and the United States. His teaching covers a
wide range of subjects: arranging for small harps, using fingernail
technique to play wire-strung harps and bray harps, and exploring music
from medieval, renaissance and traditional sources.

www.billtaylor.eu
The Wire Branch of the Clarsach Society exists to explore the possibilities of
the wire-strung clarsach, acknowledging its historical past and developing
different styles of playing which encompass both ancient and modern
approaches to technique, repertoire and the instrument itself. We also have
several members who play bray harp, as the techniques are similar, and would
welcome bray players to our branch, whether or not they play wire as well.
The Branch commissions various special projects including new
compositions and arrangements for wire–strung harp, has a small number of
instruments for hire, runs monthly workshops in Edinburgh, facilitates the
spread of knowledge and research into this instrument and helps players keep
in touch and up to date with events, courses, concerts, publications,
recordings and anything else wire oriented.
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